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We want opening our closet to feel empowering and inspiring. This 

means when we open it we are greeted by only things we love and are 

excited to wear.

Opening our closet of joy starts the cycle of feeling good and free in 

our appearance. 

Whereas, if we open to a bunch of things we don’t really “feel like” 

wearing, we start our day off with a cycle of feeling negative towards 

our appearance and ourselves.

On top of that, you don”t want to spend a single day in an outfit you’re 

feeling meh about, when you’d rather be in something else.

the goal



non-negotiables

  does it make me feel my style cores?

  can i think of ways to wear it that make me excited?

  does it make me feel empowered in my body?

extra credit

  if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?

  would i want to be wearing it in my profile picture, website photos, 

to give a speech? {is it something i want to be known in + remembered 

for?}

  is there nothing i would change about it? {vs. every time you look 

at it thinking “i just wish it was…” a different colour, a little bit longer, more 

comfortable etc.}

the q’s to ask

?



if something wasn’t a heck yes

If you came up with more than 1 ‘no’ it’s time for that piece to move on. 

From which you can do one of two things:

You can say good riddance and remove it from your closet and into a 

donate/sell/throw-away box

But, if you are still wearing it often, it may need to go in a mental to-

be-updated-or-replaced box. Let’s go into what that means more:

to-be-updated-or-replaced box

This box can be a physical section of your closet and drawers, or it can 

be a mental note or you can use your worksheet. It outlines that you’re 

going to get rid of these once they are updated or replaced. It’s for 

items that you know you need, but the version you have now isn’t quite 

right.

Let’s say you have some v-neck sweaters you wear every week, but you 

don’t really like them. 

First, we add ‘v-neck sweaters’ to your buying list. Then, when you do 

find the right version of them, you go back and get rid of the ones that 

weren’t right.

what’s next


